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Part Model
6110 MV2005
6109 Kit

MV2005
•8 GPM maximum
•4000 PSI maximum
•300°F. maximum

Excellent choice for heavy 
industrial applications.

Spray Guns

•10 GPM maximum
•5000 PSI maximum
•300°F. maximum
•3/8" FPT inlet
•1/4" FPT outlet

Part Model Outlet
1480 21250B SS
2341 21290C Brass
1632 Repair kit

ST-1100  Lightweight

•7 GPM 
•3050 PSI
•300˚F. max

Part Model
4126 ST-1100

•12 GPM maximum
•4000 PSI maximum
•300°F. maximum

ST-1500H  Open Gun

Part Model
1291 ST1500H

Specialty use gun
Ideal when unloader is unavailable 
or for manual start pressure washer.

•3/8” FPT inlet
•1/4” FPT outlet

•7 GPM maximum
•4000 PSI maximum
•250°F. maximum

Part
6150

MTM407

•3/8” FPT inlet 
•1/4” FPT outlet

•3/8" FPT inlet
•1/4" FPT outlet

•3/8FPT inlet
•1/4FPT outlet

•8 GPM maximum
•3050 PSI maximum
•320°F. maximum

  ST-810 Front Entry

Part
1479

Front inlet design keeps dirty hose 
away from operator.

•3/8” FPT inlet  
•1/4” FPT outlet 

YRL51 Gun

Part
6267

•13.2 GPM maximum
•4050 PSI maximum
•320°F maximum

•3/8" FPT inlet
•1/4" FPT outlet

Part
6069

Karcher Style Spray Gun

•7 GPM max
•4000 PSI max

•300˚F. maximum
•22mm male in/out

AL35
Easy pull trigger even at 5000 PSI!

Part Model
6522 AL35
6524 Kit

•8 GPM  maximum
•5000 PSI maximum
•300°F. maximum
•3/8" brass inlet
•1/4" discharge

•12 GPM maximum
•4500 PSI maximum
•300°F. maximum

Part Model
1740 5030
1733  Kit

5030 Gun

•3/8” FPT inlet
•1/4” FPT outlet

VEGA/YG4000 Gun
Ergonomic designed hand guard
Easy trigger pull 

Part Model
3452 VEGA
3453 Kit

•10 GPM maximum
•5000 PSI maximum
•320°F maximum

•3/8” FPT inlet 
•1/4” FPT outlet

Perfect for cold water units in factories 
or smaller hot water units
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 ST-2305  Easy Pull!!

•12 GPM maximum
•5000 PSI maximum
•300°F maximum

Part Model
4654 ST-2305
4540 Repair kit
6792 Ceramic ball kit

•3/8” FPT inlet 
•1/4” FPT outlet

 ST-2605  Relax Action

•12 GPM maximum
•5000 PSI maximum
•300°F maximum

Part Model
4539 ST-2605
4540 Repair kit
6792 Ceramic ball kit

•3/8” FPT inlet 
•1/4” FPT outlet

 ST-1500   Top Seller
 Streamline designed to be “universally” 
comfortable, even for very small hands.

Part Model
1475 ST-1500
1528 Kit 4000 PSI
5106 Kit  5000 PSI

•10.4 GPM max
•5000 PSI max
•300°F max

•3/8” FPT inlet 
•1/4” FPT outlet

Weep allows water to continue flowing after 
trigger is released. Prevents gun freeze

Part Model
2324 ST-1500W
1528 Kit 4000 PSI
5106 Kit 5000 PSI

 ST-1500W   Weep Gun

•10 GPM maximum
•5000 PSI maximum
•320°F maximum
•3/8" FPT inlet
•1/4" FPT outlet

RL30/YG5000 Gun
Trigger design for easier pull at 
higher pressures
Larger, more comfortable hand grip 
space to  accommodate gloves

Part Model
4855 RL30/YG5000
6228 Repair kit

DG5010 Spray Gun

Part
6906

•10 GPM maximum
•5000 PSI maximum
•300°F. maximum
•3/8" FPT inlet 
•1/4" FPT outlet

True over center cam
Easiest opening and holding trigger.  
SUTTNER exclusive trigger ideal for working 
long hours. Reduces trigger force up to 20% 
holding force up to 60%

The SUTTNER exclusive trigger, reduces 
trigger opening force by up to 50% 
compared to all other rear entry spray guns.

 ST-2000  Big Hand Gun

Ideal for rental machines
Designed for heavy duty durability. 
Takes the heat and abuse. 
Easy access to replace cartridge valve.

Part Model
1477 ST-2000
1528 Kit 4000 PSI
5106 Kit 5000 PSI

•10.4 GPM max
•5000 PSI max
•300°F max

•3/8” FPT inlet 
•1/4” FPT outlet

KEW Style Spray Gun

Part Model
6907 KEW w/coupler & plug
6123 Coupler replacement
6140 Plug replacement

•10 GPM maximum
•5000 PSI maximum
•300˚F maximum

With bayonet coupler 
and plug on outlet

•10.4 GPM maximum
•5000 PSI maximum
•300°F maximum
•3/8" FPT inlet
•1/4" FPT outlet
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Front entry gun is the best chemi-
cal application gun with a stainless steel 
spring, needle, ball and a poly seat for 
chemical resistance 

ST-810 POM 

Part
6561

Chemical Resistant Guns ST-2700
•Stainless steel internal components.
•Suitable for corrosive chemical usage
•"Relax action" trigger and comfort 
grip reduces trigger force up to 20%
•Unitized valve for easy repair

•12 GPM maximum
•5000 PSI maximum
•300°F maximum

Part Model
4730 ST2700SS
5609 Standard Repair kit
6792 Ceramic Ball Kit

•8 GPM maximum
•2000 PSI maximum
•320°F. maximum

•3/8” FPT inlet  
•1/4” FPT outlet 

•12 GPM maximum
•4000 PSI maximum
•300°F. maximum

ST-601

Part Model
2396 ST-601
1528 Repair kit

Heavy duty impact trigger guard has made ST-601 an 
industry standard for telescopic wand manufacturers.
Ideal for cleaning vertical & overhead surfaces.

•3/8” FPT inlet
•1/4” FPT outlet

•3/8” FPT inlet 
•1/4” FPT outlet

YG4000S

Part Model
3451 YG4000S
3450 Repair kit

•10.5 GPM maximum
•3650 PSI maximum
•320°F maximum

Straight spray gun. Insulated handle remains 
cool at maximum fluid temperature

  Linear/Straight Guns 

With ceramic ball for use with chlorine & acid

Part Model
6418 YG5000C 
6425 Repair kit 

YG5000C Gun

•Ceramic ball for excellent corrosion resistance
•Forged brass body with stainless wetted parts
•Trigger lock to prevent accidental activation
•Comfortable impact resistant housing

•10.5 GPM maximum
•5000 PSI maximum
•320°F maximum

•3/8" FPT inlet
•1/4" FPT outlet

ST-2315 w/Ceramic Ball
Ceramic ball in valve is highly resistant 
against nearly all soaps and acids.

Suttner exclusive "relax-action trigger 
and comfort grip reduces trigger force up 
to 40% and holding force up to 90%
Unitized valve for easy repair

•3/8" FPT inlet
•1/4" FPT outlet

•12 GPM maximum
•5000 PSI maximum
•300°F. maximum

Part Model
6916 ST2315 Gun
6792 Ceramic Ball Kit

Stainless Steel Guns 
ST-3300 

Part
6708

•1/2"" FPT inlet
•1/2" FPT outlet

•27 GPM maximum
•2170 PSI maximum
•300°F. maximum

Replaces ST-3002. 
Highest volume rated industrial gun.

•Forged stainless steel housing, 
piston, and malleable seat.
•Special heat and chemical resistant seals

ST-3600 Gun 

Part Product
6714 Gun
6732 39" Lance

•21 GPM maximum
•8700 PSI maximum
•300°F maximum

•1/2” FPT inlet 
•1/2” FPT outlet

Suttner's highest pressure rated industrial gun.
•Forged stainless steel housing, 
piston, and malleable seat.
•Special heat and chemical resistant seals

ST-3600 Lance 

•1/2” FPT inlet 
•1/4” FPT outlet

•Perfect fit for the ST-3600 gun. •Stainless steel 
construction is ideal for chemical applications
•Adjustable handle
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YG1732 Heavy Duty Gun

•32 GPM maximum
•1740 PSI maximum
•210°F maximum

Part
6826

•Shockproof plastic housing
•Construction of stainless steel & brass
•Ergonomic construction
•Trigger operation minimizes fatigue
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ST2720 Stainless Steel
Ideal for high volume, low pressure 
applications such as farms, chemical 
or food processing industries!
Stainless steel valve components 
create a durable, long lasting gun

Part Part
6937 ST2720
5609 Repair Kit

•21 GPM maximum
•1800 PSI maximum
•300°F maximum

ST2620 
For high volume, low pressure machines!

Hold trigger open with one finger
Relax action trigger reduces hand fatigue
Easiest opening & holding trigger in class
Proper spray angle for optimum position
•21 GPM maximum
•1800 PSI maximum
•300°F maximum

Part Part
6936 ST2620
4540 Repair Kit

High Volume, Low Pressure Guns

Plastic Low Pressure Guns

Part Model
4494 Spraying system  1/4" FPT inlet 15"
1633 Spraying Systems 3/8" hose barb inlet
2201 Cone jet angled assembly (4494, 1633)

To be used for chemical pre spray, or to spray acids. 
•2 GPM maximum
•150 PSI maximum
•100°F. maximum

Part Model
6843 With 24” mg lance 
6273 With 36”mg lance
5889 With 48” mg lance

M407 w/Molded Grip Lance
Quick connect plug on inlet
Lance extension w/ quick 
connect socket on outlet

•8 GPM maximum
•4000 P[SI maximum
•300°F. maximum

•3/8” FPT inlet
•1/4” FPT outlet

•3/8" FPT inlet
•1/4" FPT outlet

•3/8" FPT inlet
•1/4" FPT outlet

•1/2" FPT inlet
•1/2' FPT outlet

Excellent for car washes. 

•10.5 GPM maximum
•3050 PSI maximum
•140°F. maximum

NOTE: Trigger will not pull unless under pressure

  RLW40 Dump Gun

Part Model
1046 16"
2375 40"
2376 Repair kit

•3/8FPT inlet
•1/8FPT outlet

Part Product
6132 Kit w/QC outlet
5418 Kit w/3.5 hi-lo nozzle
6081 Lance w/3.5 hi-lo nozzle

•1/4"x22mmx22mm hose
•1piece gun 22mm I/O 
   w/12" extension
•Additional 18" wand pipe extension

Hobby Hose, Gun, Lance Kits

54186132

Specialty Gun/Lance Combos

DG3200M Rear Entry w/Extension

Part Model
6788 3/8" FPT Inlet 
6737 22mm Male Inlet

•One piece
•6.5 GPM max
•3200 PSI max

6737

6788
•22mm outlet
•195°F max

ST1500 w/Bendable-Wand

Part
3481

•6.6 GPM maximum
•3000 PSI maximum

ST-10 nozzle protector


